[Evaluation of the dose in permanent implants of I-125].
The Anderson's nomograph is currently used in 125I implants planning. For a given treatment volume, this method provides the activity and the seeds number and spacing. In order to obtain indications of the dose delivered in that 125I volume implants, we computed the average peripheral dose (APD), the average tumor dose (ATD) and the "matched peripheral dose" (MPD), for spherical, ellypsoidal and cylindrical volumes. By using the 125I source dosimetric data, we found that both the APD and the ATD are independent of sources randomizing in both position and orientation. Therefore the 125I seeds can be considered as point sources, provided that the dose values are scaled down by a factor which accounts for the spatial distribution anisotrophy. Since the computed parameters are only dependent on the implanted activity, the L. L. Anderson method can be applied even if brachytherapy treatments are associated with external beam radiotherapy ("boost"-therapy).